GAMEDAY
GRAFX.

MAKE A LASTING
IMPRESSION.
GAMEDAY GRAFX—PERMANENT HIGH-QUALITY GRAPHICS

Specialized

Durable

Seamless

Impressive

Thoroughly researched,
developed, and
tested process
available only through
GameDay GraFX

Apply stunning, detailed
graphics such as logos
to HDPE seats

Applied to seating
for use on indoor
bleacher systems

Create a lasting
impression that your
students, athletes
and faculty will not
soon forget

gamedaygrafx.com
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GAMEDAY
GRAFX.

THE ULTIMATE
GRAPHIC LOGO
APPLICATION.
A durable, seamless,
factory applied graphic
logo solution for indoor
bleacher systems.

When it comes to school spirit,
nothing shouts it louder than brightly
displayed school colors and logos.
After thorough research, development,
and testing, GameDay GraFX perfected
a specialized process to apply detailed
graphics such as logos to HDPE seats.
This game-changing process allows us
to offer our growing clientele stunningly
beautiful and durable bleacher graphics.

New or Retro-fit
Installations
★ Apply GameDay Grafx to new
installations and seat replacements
★ Ugrade your existing bleachers with
our seats and graphics
★ Compatible with any telescopic
bleacher manufacturer’s structure

“GameDay GraFX is an amazing
show of school spirit and we
could not be happier with the
final product. The color and
durability are both fantastic”
Krista Ronberg, Athletic Director, St. Mark
Catholic High School

Invest in School Spirit!
★ Add on to your new bleacher install –
Make your new bleachers the centerpiece
of your gym and boost your teams brand!
★ Durability – Built tough like our
bleachers and other sports equipment to
withstand regular daily wear and tear
★ Seat replacements – Upgrade with
the most durable telescopic seat in the
industry paired with the only true color
graphics available
★ New technology – Available only from
GameDay GraFX. Show your star players
they deserve bleachers that truly
represent your team.

Add your team logo, aisle
letters or sponsorship to
your seat end caps

